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Call Sign: Lobo

USS Razorback Association July 2013
Little Rock across the Arkansas River from Razorback. The boat is just under the “USS” on this side of the river (NLR) and
the Wyndham Hotel is about 5 boat-lengths behind the photographer. The Peabody Hotel (Round pink structure above the ‘A’
in Association) was the site of the 2006 USSVI Convention (when the Razorback Association was created). Call the Wyndham
from the airport to see when their next shuttle will arrive; there’s an alternate shuttle for about $20 and a taxi for about $28.
The hotel van driver is priceless, but you can also hop on a trolley running a loop thru NLR, then across the RR Bridge above
Razu and into LR — a mini-tour on the way to Riverpark, downtown, the Clinton Library, etc for about $2.
•If you received a hard copy of this Newsletter through the mail, but have access to the Internet, please send me an email with your
current email address— AND MENTION THAT IT’S A NEW ADDRESS. Printing and Postage is our biggest expense. In all
sincerity, it I consider it an honor to to print, collate, fold, staple, address, stamp and mail 20 copies of this issue—but like all
submariners, if there’s an easier way…. [Ed]

---------- Pride Runs Deep -------------

Postmaster: Please return undeliverable mail to:
Ron Gorence
2563 Roseview Place
San Diego, Ca 92105-4734

To:

Dec. Rev # 16. Last edit: 7/4/13
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From the Forward Battery
April 6 was the memorial
service for Capt. Joe Talbert,
the last CO of Razorback.
His wife Emily and about 30 family
members and close friends came from
Coronado, CA. Also attending was a
group of 8 Subvets from Volunteer
Base in Nashville, TN. Razorback
Base hosted the service, and at the
start 41 members of the Patriot Guard,
who came on their motorcycles,
marched in with American flags and
stood at the rear of the seating. It was
really impressive as they marched in.
Four star retired Adm. Hoag gave the
eulogy and was a classmate of Joe's in
the USNA class of 1956. At the end
Joe's ashes were slid down into the
Arkansas River off of the bow of
Razorback. Saturday night two of
Joe's sons and 6 grandchildren slept
on the boat in the forward battery,
making good on a promise from Papa
Joe that they could spent a night on
the boat. They are the only people
who have slept in the captain's
stateroom. The Volunteer Base
visitors spent Friday and Saturday on
the boat, slept over two nights on the
boat and had a meaningful and fun
weekend. One of them even helped
repair the sonar.
Following the memorial service our
annual work party began. We had
record participation:18 men. The
following Razorback sailors supported
the effort: Ed Alves, Bobby Barge,
Keith Carlaw (from Volunteer Base,
Nashville), Maurice Barksdale, Bill
Thompson (US Army friend of Bob
Oppel), Max Bassett, Jeff Boland
(local relative of Max), Shane
Foraker, Ed Alves (son of Ed Alves
—same name), John Hertzberg, Mel
Kleinsorge, Brad & Brian Kleinsorge
(sons of Mel), 'Baby Huey' Marmon,
Bob Opple, Fred Reker, Mike
Reynolds, & Ron Sagaert.
Baby Huey and Maurice did a great
job on breakfast and lunch submarine chow is hard to beat. On
Tuesday morning around 6 or 7 AM,
we had a big surprise when Marmon
turned on the coffee pot with the
griddle already cooking: the 20A
circuit breaker tripped. Half the ship
went dark!! The location of the
breaker was somewhere in the sail in a

shore power panel which no one could
find except AIMM personnel who
were home.
We shifted operations to the barge
kitchen and nobody went hungry.
On Tuesday we attended the
Arkansas Travelers evening baseball
game. The Travs are a Texas League
AA minor league team and in the Los
Angeles Angels farm system. The
locals played well and we had a
wonderful time. They pitched a 4 hit
shutout and beat the Midland Hounds
3-0 to even their record at 3-3 on the
year.
Razorback is now one of only three
submarines in the world with a
functioning Fairbanks-Morse 38D 8 &
1/8 engine. We had a very successful
work party April 7-13. It was
especially sweet for Shane Foraker,
who has worked on this project for
many years and drove from New
Mexico even after starting chemo
treatments for cancer. Now that's
dedication and determination!
Wednesday and Thursday the engine
project was going one step forward
and two steps back as we encountered
one obstacle after another. Thursday
afternoon at about 4:10 PM I was
sitting on the barge outside and heard
the engine rolling over presumably to
test the air system. Only this time the
worm turned. Unexpectedly the
engine started to fire. I rushed up to
see what was happening and saw
billows of smoke pouring out of the
exhaust as the engine started. It
roared to life and Max Bassett got his
camcorder and recorded the historic
event. He missed the beginning but
got most of it. Mel Kleinsorge was
outboard working on the engine when
it started, and the issue became how to
stop the engine when tripping the fuel
racks did not work!! We finally got it
shut down by covering the air intake
with plywood and starving the engine
for air.
Friday we ran the engine again at
10AM with a normal shutdown and
Max got the whole event on his
camcorder. It ran again at 10:13 also
with a normal shutdown. Finally we
ran it one more time for former mayor
Hayes and some AIMM board
members at 1:04. There is a video
of the engine starting on the
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• Little Rock & North Little Rock
Temperatures for our reunion should be
85° - 65° (record low: 37°); humidity
AM: 80% to PM: 60% . Light jacket
good for topside on the Harbor Cruise.
Call Fred Reker to volunteer as a
suave, debonair waiter on the barge
for the
Ladies’ Luncheon 9/6/13
(Couth training: Free)
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AIMM facebook page. For more details of work week
activity see Ron Sagaert's article.
During work week we firmed up plans for the Sept reunion.
The host hotel is the Wyndham, and we got a good rate $86.95 including breakfast for two. It is a hot buffet breakfast
that used to cost about $15 each. The Arkansas Queen is
gone, but a new, smaller river boat is coming. We have a
dinner cruise lined up which will be exclusively for us. We
will eat alongside the pier and get underway after the main

course so we can be out on deck during the cruise part and
enjoy the scenery. After dinner there will be entertainment
and dancing. The banquet will be Friday evening and there
will be a ladies lunch cooked by Barksdale and served by
Razorback vets. It starts on Tuesday after Labor Day and
ends Saturday after the banquet. We are looking for a big
turnout as with a reunion the more the merrier.
Fred Reker, Capt (USNR-R)

Wear Dolphins? You should be able to decipher this (bogus) chemical formula: H2So4 + NaCl + H2O → Ga(g)
Hint: A major concern aboard subs, often due to hull integrity malfunctions/damage —can result in suffocation. (See Pg 11)
• Housekeeping: This Lobo is
Thru the TBT: being
sent to 18 US Mail Razorback

ing a valuable Association tool , but since his unfortunate illness, our website has been hanging out there in space, putting
out bum dope and gathering sea-moss.
members, and to another 179 via
Treasurer and Membership Chairman: Maintain accounting
email. That’s down 3 for the year, however 12
for Association’s treasury, collect dues, account for income /
have moved to the Eternal Patrol list, while four have been
expenses, contacting men owing dues, and tracking member‘found’ and removed from our “Insufficient Contact Data
list.” The math is not exact because some don’t want Lobo by ship. Some knowledge of spreadsheets is useful for both jobs,
but not mandatory. I mention these two separate positions toany means, and WWII guys get it by both methods.
gether because I believe I can help with their overlapping
I have listed the names of 84 men on page 12 who are paid
tasks: I have a spreadsheet with 1,100 rows (names) and 28
up through this year; comparing that to almost 200 Lobos
indicates that our bubble might be just a tad off, and I think I columns (data), but there’s a lot of data there which I don’t
understand exactly why: I throw out about a dozen envelopes need for publishing Lobo. Maintenance of contact data is my
main task—but I can share all of it, or to sort it in any which
every day, and delete about half my email because it’s junk
way; I can mail hard copy to anybody who can put in a little
(I’ve actually lost a couple of magazines I really wanted that
way, but still, it beats wasting an hour). So, I have a tendency time collecting dues, improving Razorback’s rosters, or simto wait for somebody to nag me— as I am doing now. Please ply maintaining birthday lists , binnacle lists, and obits, or
nagging for dues, etc. etc…. In this job, I’ve learned that there
send Rick $20 (or more if you want him to credit past years
are many guys who care as much, or more than, I do about the
you forgot, or to credit you for 2014 and on). Perhaps we
need to talk about revising the $150 Life Membership ($50 if outfit—I could throw a dart at my roster to fill positions,with
no doubt that the mission would be well-accomplished. A
over 80), because we’re not hurting for money — but the
“Volunteer” form is on pg 7.
present issue is simply a matter of fairness.
Responses to this, and any other business you think would
• Razorback Association Business: We will need to elect
help out the organization should be submitted to somebody on
our staff for the next two years at the Business Meeting on
the staff ahead of time so we don’t spend hours discussing
Friday, the 6th (plus discuss/vote on the location of our next
things most of us have never even thought about before.
reunion and other business). Major Problem: Only two men
have agreed to stand for re-election: Ron Sagaert (Chaplain), • Reunion: To get our $86.95 rates, you must mention our
group “Razorback-Redfish Reunion” when you call the N.
& myself (Sectary/Editor) if you’ll have us. (See page 2 for
Little Rock Wyndham Riverfront at (501) 371-9000. You
all positions.) Please consider running (or shanghai a shipmate) because, simply stated, our organization will soon cease should make room reservations before August 13, or they’ll
stop holding our rooms. We’ve now reached minimum
to exist without help! A quick rundown of the jobs:
participants, but each additional reservation will increase our
President/Vice President: Like aboard ship, not much for
negotiation power — and multiply our great memories. There
the CO/XO to do when the ship’s running like a well-oiled
machine (my ignorant rag-hat opinion), especially when ours are just under 40 so far signed up for the Banquet on the 7th
share the job as a team. He/they review/approve Lobo quarand still room on the river cruise on the 5th as well. I’m really
terly, manage our money and communications, and set up re- looking forward to sitting on the forward capstan, with a cup
unions in their last year— which is actually THE BIG JOB:
of hydraulic oil coffee, shooting the [breeze] with my old
complaints about “rubber chicken” and “hotel prices” are
shipmates … or in the Wyndham bar—where there are more
more frequent than “thanks for arranging a great Banquet
seats—talking about sitting on the capstan. I’m seventeen all
with our shipmates” — this is always the highlight of my
over again— although my shipmates’s eyes have gotten so
year! Appreciation of them may be silent, but it is real.
bad they’ll likely disagree. You should be there,because
Webmaster: Herschel Holtman did a wonderful job, creatsomebody’s gonna talk about you…
V/R RonG
You won't find much Claustrophobia (fear of closed spaces) among submariners-until it's announced that the bar
will close in ten minutes.
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Fare Thee Well America 06/19/2013
I love you. It breaks my heart to see you
down trodden, as you have been by my
side through good times and hard times.
Your spirit has followed me to foreign
lands and has kept me strong as I have
fought for your good name, but as my hair
has gone silver and you are fighting, perhaps your final battle, I just wanted to let
you know that I have loved you and have
respected you, from the moment that I first
opened my eyes and was rewarded by your

beauty and your providence given by God.
I have been blessed over the years to
have been able travel and experience many
parts of you, from Florida to Texas and
from New England, thru the heartlands, to
your west coast and on to Alaska, where
your pioneer heart still beats strong. I have
to say that in all areas and respects you are
indeed a grand ole girl and I admire and
love you dearly.
I know that I am getting older and I am
not able do things as well as I once did in

my youth, but know that I have sworn the
oath of allegiance and will always be here
for you, to defend you to my dying breath
and I know that there are more out there
that will stand with me, for you my beloved, have shown the light of freedom on
multitudes and therefore should never
have to stand alone. So, as your Glory
waves before me today, I will, with
straight back, stand tall and salute you
with honor. Fare thee well, America.
Thomas Perkins

The bubble reads: Hi. I’m Bob Opple, and This Is No Sh**!
(Recognizable at back of class are three of our WWII shipmates, Terney, Brown & Moon.
(Copies suitable for framing available upon request.)

: “Libenter homines id quod volunt credunt.” That is:
“People easily believe that which they want to believe.”
— Julius Caesar [NTINS]

USELESS FACTS: Little Rock’s major employers include Blue Cross/Shield, Bapt. Hlth. Med. Ctr, Entergy, Dassault
Falcon Jet, Raytheon, Siemens, AT&T, Kroger, Euronet Worldwide, L'Oréal Paris, *Timex, and AU MedSci. LR is
H.Q. for MetNatBank, Bank of Ozarks, Rose Law Firm, Nuvell, Stephens Brokerage (major Razorback contributor).
*I bought a dozen Timex watches for $200— gifts for Grandkids—a few years ago: I need to replenish stores.

Reunion Attendees to date: Via email 26 + 15 guests. Payment made to Treasurer BOLD = 15
Alves, Ed ‘61-62
Barge, Bobby/Lois ‘61-62
Barksdale, Maurice ‘60-63
Brittain, Bob/Judy ‘60-62
Bjorklund, Jim ‘58-62
Cameron, John ‘66-70
Chasse, Bob/Mary/+2 ’64-5

Dowling, Bob ‘53-55
Fricke, David Redfish
Gorence, Ron ‘57-60
Hertzberg, John/Penny ‘62-4
Hines, Ron ‘58-62
Holland, Bill/Jayne ‘58-60
Kamphausen, Bill ‘69-70

Kidder, Leland/+ ‘58-60
Kingsbury, Bob/Penny ‘62
Kirby, Ron Redfish
Kleinsorge, Mel ‘62-4
Lammers, Len/Bea 64-66
Moon, Cal/2 ‘44-5
Myers, Mike ????

Opple, Bob/Chris ‘59-62
Pressly, Rick ‘66-8
Reker, Fred/Norma ‘62-65
Sagaert, Ron/Kathrin ‘60-3
Trevis, Dick ‘58-60
Rooms/guests=Banquet
26/13=41

Diggin’ Up Bones – USS Razorback Rises by Shane Foraker ’61-‘62
To paraphrase the Randy
Travis song:
Diggin’ up bones, we’re diggin’ up bones
Exhumin’ things that we all
thought were gone
Resurrectin’ memories of a
place we all called home
Yeah, tonight we’re sitting
around diggin’ up bones.
Damn, Max, you telling that
same old rag story AGAIN??
Well, don’t stop, ‘cause it
gets better and better each
year. What’s this, the eighth

year we’ve been getting together since the Razorback
made her grand debut in
North Little Rock? And all
that story does is get braver
and bigger and more Marines
who got their butts kicked in
Subic.
The racket in Hogan’s Alley
sure sounds a lot different
than it did back in the sixties,
too. No engines starting and
stopping, no Electricians
grumbling about taking gravities in sea state 4, and no
cooks tossing #10 cans

around the deck to find beans
for tomorrow. And I missed
the clatter of the projector
through the mess decks bulkhead showing the great movies of the time with real
heroes and bigger than life
action!
And why won’t some of our
old shipmates drop anchor at
one of our reunions sometime
before we meet them again at
the pearly gates? Where’s
Ernie L., and el Rojo Toro?
And how is Flash B. doing
now. Gawd, I’d like to see

those guys again, if just once
and however briefly. Diggin’
up bones is a lot more fun
when the bones are figurative
rather than literal.
But the biggest set of bones
we dug up at this work party
is a real case of DBF meets
Jurassic Park! After 4 years
of excavating the carcass,
preserving the bits and pieces,
getting creative with technology (circa 1944) and sweat
and sailor talk, and not a few
burnt offerings as well as a
whole lot of kibitzing and
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encouragement from the “undergrads of mechanical archaeology”, the stalwarts of the engineroom gang brought a dead
dinosaur, Linnean category “Fairbanks Morse 38D8 1/8”,
back to full roaring smoke belching life! It was a primeval
sputtering and coughing and finally the most beautiful gut
wrenching roar we’ve all heard in a really long time. To see a
bunch of 70 plus year old grease monkeys pumping fists in the
air, hugging each other, and generally acting like we discovered the secret to eternal life would have convinced you to
order extra layers of thick padding for the engineroom; a rubber lined room is where we belong.
This April’s work party had a lot of accomplishments
throughout the boat. Jeff Boland of AR finished tiling and
lining the shower for eventual use by the crew. Bob Opple
and his friend Bill Thompson (Army, nonetheless) from Redmond WA worked throughout the boat, Fred Reker and his
subvet friend Keith Carlaw from TN stayed very busy, and
Keith did invaluable work as an EN apprentice (not bad for a
boomer MT1!) Maurice Barksdale from TX and Mike “Baby
Huey” Marmon of CA did their usual sterling job keeping the
crew fed every day we were on the job. KUDOS to both. Ed
Alves and his son Ed of CA brought their formidable metal
fabricating skills to bear, while John Hertzberg of WA added
his store of engine knowledge. Mel Kleinsorge of MO and his

sons Brad and Brian all joined in the fun in the engineroom
fixing and fabricating things. Mike Reynolds of Mo joined us
for a few days and dug up more bones we’d forgotten. Bobby
Barge of LA worked the ER and, of course, Max Bassett of FL
kept us worried that his grab bag of artifacts would include
something we’d rather forget!
Champion of the ER was Ron Sagaert of Fl who brought his
special blend of leadership, knowledge of the engines, and unflappable style when the cliffs are about to tumble down and
bury the diggers.
Once again I managed to spend as much time in the bilges as
anywhere else and still have the oily rust embedded in my
knees to prove it. But getting the first start as well as the last
start on ol’ #1 was the payoff! What a dream come true to
hear that monster roar. Razorback is now in the special group
of museum ships with an operating engineroom!
The staff of Arkansas Inland Maritime Museum – Greg Zonner presiding – somehow managed to keep their wits and humor as over a dozen guys kept them running all over the city
looking for “things”. BZ to AIMM!
Every former crewman is an archaeologist whose special
memories can add to our growing pile of bones. Get here to
the boat while you can add to the trove and we can share a
laugh, or maybe a tear, over your recollections.

For that one atheistic chauvinist pig I know is out there somewhere:
If you can think, there’s proof enough that there is a God. Example: he took a rib from Adam and made a loudspeaker.
dime, tie outriggers on her, and row
her back, etc., etc.”
Most of the BBS responses were in
line
with mine: “I can hardly wait to sit
(Razorback, Trout and the Foxtrot: my
on
the
capstan drinking rainbow-oil
personal opinion and lessons learned about
coffee.” -or- “Where do I send the
museum boats.)
Once upon a time, in the middle of the money?”
—But—
ocean, old salts had planted seeds for
Other responses contained wise
one of the most memorable dreams of
my life. I was seventeen, in the middle warnings: “Enthusiasm dies!” (like a
of my first month-long northern run on Sophia dream?), “Money peters out!”,
the USS Razorback and I dreamt that I “Your Hundreds of volunteers will
was in the Starlight Bar in Yoko, where eventually reduce to a group of four or
I asked Sophia Loren if I could buy her five guys who work days, nights, and
a Cherry Drink and take her home. She weekends, only to be rewarded by
derision—for letting the ship
brushed a piece of imaginary lint off
disintegrate.”
the magnificent twin bulges in her
The rescue of a submarine and
kimono, and said, “Hai.” The synapses
establishment of a museum, from what
in my brain were not only violent and
I’ve learned over the years, requires
numerous—but also memorable.
two almost perfectly oppositional
Five decades later, I heard that the
Razorback might come to the States as motivations: Love and Profit.
1. Love. Every boat sailor has an
a Museum Boat. BAM! Déjà vu!
unconditional love for the boats (old
Being older and wiser, I was sadly
diesels, nukes, Ruskies, whatever). The
aware that Sophia had probably aged
affection ranges from those willing to
right along with me— but not
jeopardize a 40-year marriage by
Razorback—so synapses I didn’t even
sandpapering depth gages by their
know I still had took over, and I
mailed/posted my excitement to anyone living room TV night after night, or
giving up a golf game once a week to
who’d listen: “I’ll fly over on my own

Museum Boats, Russian or
otherwise (beer Friday) July
2007

help tourists appreciate our history— to
those who only send in a couple of
bucks now and then. Most SubVets
will give of their time and money as
they would for no other cause—but that
can never be enough.
2. Profit. Most submariners in love
don’t even consider cold-hearted,
bottom-line analysis, but a submarine
must be an attraction almost like
“Pirates of the Caribbean” or “It’s a
Small World” at Disneyland. If the
comparison disgusts you, you do not
understand the problem. An attraction
must attract money—enough so that its
profits pay for its own maintenance and
maybe even contribute to the upkeep of
other exhibits. If it does not, it is
nothing more than a money-sucking
liability.
Barnacles cost money. Scraping off
one at a time shows love, but love
won’t last. Several of our Museum
Boats are sad testimonials. Selling
copper pipes to the depth gage is
practical if money is needed for zincs,
but it destroys authenticity. For
example there was choice in getting the
either the Russian Foxtrot or Trout to
San Diego in 2007: Former
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custodians of the Foxtrot in
Washington State: “… cut out all the
copper Trim and Drain Piping and sold
it.”
So what? T&D will never be used
again.
Meanwhile, the Navy was ready to
approve the Mooring Plan/application

NTINS: Generational Difference

for Trout’s transfer to San Diego, so the
Maritime Museum said: “Great! Just
find $1,000,000 to tow Trout over from
Turkey.”
So…Foxtrot got cosmetics and was
(is) profitable. Trout had unrequited
love. The point is that we need to
recognize the men who stood up and

refused to accept the impossibility of
first, bringing Razorback home—and
then, keeping her alive! … a little
noisy recognition within the silent
service now and again bears repeating.
BZ! Here’s to THEM!! RonG

by Bob 'Dex' Armstrong

We speak of generational differences
between the old boats and the new. Each
generation. Each crew forges its memories, recollections, loyalty and love of
the force based on the sum total of their
experiences. It has always been that
way. Most likely, always will.
We are linked! Each generation to each
preceding and each following generation
by the twin fish, silver and gold we wear
or once wore over the pride in our
hearts. We earned a designation that forever sets us apart. We are U.S. Submariners.
I have my memories. And each of you
has yours. Collectively, they are our history. The human history of the boats we
rode, the squadrons we served in and the
force we represented.
Submarines have evolved into giant
technological wonders that roam the
ocean depths at a range below the surface t hat many of us, the older coots,
find damn near beyond comprehension.
As I sit here, I wonder what memories a
modern day boat sailor will have. Will
he hear the gentle slap, slap, slap of signal light shutters in his dreams? Will he
remember the sound of chipping hammers and paint scrapers battling everpresent rust? The pride a young kid had
in repainting the hull numbers of the
boat he loved? Is there a modern day
equivalent of the first night in battery
charge? Does the crew stay up half the
night playing hearts, watching movies,
sorting laundry, telling lies and running
hot coffee to Enginemen and Electricians? Do COBs still cuss like creatures
formed in the womb of Hell and then
take time to come see if you are okay in
sickbay? Do they still want to know if
you can stand a little closer to your razor
as their way of telling you that you look
like shit and need a shave? Do they still
meet the boats with fresh milk, mail
sacks and guard mail? Do barmaids still
know your names and what boat you are
off of? Does cheap perfume still hang in
a pea coat and dress canvas long enough

to get you in trouble with your true love?
Does your neckerchief still dangle in a
bowl of chili, your soup or your beer
glass? Do you still own thirteen button
blues and a jumper so damn tight it takes
two of your mates to pull it on you? Do
boat sailors still procure clean white hats
from unsuspecting spark-shufflers who
live in surface craft radio shacks? Can
you still get great scrambled eggs, bacon
and hot toast at 0600 on the rescue vessel
for a couple of boxes of fresh doughnuts
and a worn out, dog-eared copy of last
months Playboy?What benefit did Hyman
and his boys, trade you for hijacking your
sunsets. Sunrises, coffee on the bridge,
watching sea birds, passing merchant
ships, riding heavy seas in lousy weather
and filling your lungs with diesel exhaust?
What has the world economy, inflation
and the change in sensitivity done to the
commercial affection market? It can't still
be two tens and a five and you pay for the
room, can it? What has the force substituted for junior officers taking morning
sextant observations to figure out where
in the hell you are? Do guys still hang
around the galley like vultures waiting for
the night baker to pull a load of whatever
you've been smelling for the last hour, out
of his magic oven? Is ragging the cooks
still the cheapest 'best game in town'? Is a
smiling, big mouth mess cook still the
best thing you've ever seen in the morning?
Can you still calculate how long you've
been out by the diameter of the salt stains
in the armpits of your last dungaree shirt
and whether your socks stick when you
throw them at the door of the medical
locker?
Do they still produce independent duty
Corpsman that can fix anything, cure anything, identify small crotch critters from
every exotic location, make tight stitches i
n a state five sea and clean your clock
playing Gin Rummy?
Do skippers still wear steaming hats that
look like Noah sent them to the lucky

bag? Is green cap brass and a torn visor
still a mark of distinction? Do cats still try
to cover up deck force foul weather jackets? Are there still mail buoy watches and
goofy Non-Quals roaming around trying
to locate the main engine ignition key?
Do topside watches still pee on the screw
guards on the 12 to 4? Does the geedunk
truck hit the pier around 2200? The
Krispie-Creme truck at 0400? The laundry truck at 0800? And the skipper five
minutes before morning quarters? Do
boats still maintain illegal slush funds and
hold non-reg anchor pools? Are E-3s still
the lads who know everything about every subject ever discussed, except their
qual cards? Do the boys from the forward
nest still rob the tender slugs, blind? Can
you still hijack anything that will fit in a
mailbag? Do folks in any squadron outside of Norfolk yell "Oh God, no!" when
they see a boat come sliding into the slip
with a SUBRON SIX pennant flying aft
of the sail? Can you still buy 'Sly Fox'
wine? What in the hell does it cost now?
Are Beer Nuts, Slim Jims, pickled hardboiled eggs and pool queue dust in your
beer still the 'Breakfast of Champions'?
Do barmaids still let you pin a set of Dolphins on the seat of their panties the night
you qualify? Do you still have to drink for
your Dolphins?
Memories. Collect them... Remember.
Remember the little things. They will
form the composite of your old man's
memories. They will connect you with
whatever comes after you. One day, you
will be parked in your old easy chair saying: "These gahdam sailors today have no
idea how damn tough we had it. In the old
days we had to haul all those neutrons and
protons in buckets and pour the damn
things into our hydro super nuke-a-lator
and polish all those gahdam magic wands.
Stack the pixie dust. And rewind the he
Stairmasters. Jeezus, we sure had it
rough." But most of all, be sure to visit
the old folk's home and help old smokeboat sailors find their gahdam teeth.
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2013 USS Razorback SS-394 & USS Redfish SS-395 Reunion (Registration Form)
Please circle your boat above

—or— Other :

____________________________

Wyndham Riverfront Hotel, #2 Riverfront Place, North Little Rock, AR.1 Sept 3 – 7, 2013
Please fill out the form, and mail it to the address at bottom by May 31, 2013

Name:_________________________________________________
Address: ____________________________ /___________________
______________________
Street/P.O. Box City

Today's Date: _________________
/_______ /

State/Zip Code

Phone: _________________________ Email Address: ___________________________
Spouse &/or Guests Name(s): ___________________________________________
Highest Rank/Rate while Aboard: ______________
Years Aboard: ________________
Date/Item Events
Number Amount Due
● Monday: 9/2/13- Early arrivals – no activities—Razorback open for visitation
● Tuesday: 9/3/13- Onsite Reunion Registration/Check-in
Full hot buffet breakfast 0600-1000 at Wyndham
Open Hospitality Suite – Tour the boat on your own.
● Wednesday 9/4/13- Full hot buffet breakfast 0600-1000 at Wyndham
Time TBD: Full day trip: Private tour of Harry Hastings museum
Evening (on Barge)Wine & Cheese Night. Heavy hors d'oeuvres: $15/person ________$________
Choice: Donate the $15, or bring (buy locally?) a bottle or two to share
________
● Thursday 9/5/13- Visit Clinton Library; Wyndham van 0800/noon return
12:30 2Ladies Luncheon on Barge $10.00/person (Bring exchange gift)
________$________
??PM Run #1 Main engine (Media event)
6:30 PM Arkansas River Dinner/Dance/Cruise
Dinner alongside, then cruise up the Arkansas River
(Exclusive event for Razorback/Redfish)
$35/person
________ $________
● Friday 9/6/13- Ladies trip to McArthur museum, Timex, or ??
9:00 AM Razorback Association Business Meeting on Barge
6:30 PM Reunion Banquet...Auction...50/50 drawing.
$40/person
________ $________
Banquet Entrees:
Beef____ Fish____ Chicken_____
●
(Late Registration after 8/21/13, add $5/person) _
_______ $________
● Saturday 9/7/13- Self-organized tours of NLR, LR, Hot Springs, etc.
Banquet Raffle (Pick up at check-in. Drawing at Banquet)
Six tickets / $5________ $________
First prize: a Free Wyndham night, Second: a Bottle of Wine
Total Amount Due:
$____________
Return Registration Form and payment in full to (checks made out to: Razorback Association):
Mail to: Rick Pressly
Info: call or email Rick:
1971 Secession Ave Ext
(864) 446-8561
Abbeville, SC 29620
rjpressly@wctel.net
1Call Hotel Wyndham Reservations : (501) 371-9000, and mention “Razorback/Redfish Reunion”
—$86.95 w/free breakfast.
2Served by suave, debonair Razorback/Redfish waiters.
RAZORBACK ASSOCIATION Volunteer or submit your nominees / unsuspecting volunteers for 2014-16
(Anyone can nominate but only active members will vote)
President_____________________________
Webmaster___________________________
Vice President_________________________
Editor/Secretary_______________________
Chaplain_____________________________
Membership__________________________
Treasurer_____________________________
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So… what the #@*& could possibly go wrong?
SecNav Ray Mabus, Oct. 28
YOKOSUKA NAVAL BASE by John Jackson/U.S. Marine Corps
[T]op civilian [SecNav] has ordered commanders to remove risqué pictures and other potentially offensive items from public
areas, including places like hangar tool sheds and ship bathrooms [?]: “comprehensive visual inspection of all Navy workplaces to ensure they are free from … degrading, hostile or offensive work environment.” … [Resulting from] intensive scrutiny from Congress and the public over its record on sexual harassment and sexual assault prevention.
… commanders [must] catalog every picture, calendar or other item deemed offensive into electronic spreadsheets … include
a description/quantity of offensive material, where found & how removed… inspection can’t be delegated to anyone in a lower rank than a Navy chief petty officer, a Marine gunnery sergeant or a civilian equivalent [!] ….
Mabus ordered CNO & USMC Commandant …[to submit] results .. to Navy’s Sexual Assault Prevention and Response Office
by July 12. [2013] …order gives military/civilian supervisors wide latitude to remove “what a reasonable person would consider degrading or offensive. If there is doubt … inspection shall remove the material from the workplace to ensure a professional work environment”…
(Other news): Navy SEALs open to women in 2016. Pentagon to announce plan to allow women into last all-male bastions.
Women may start training in Coronado as Navy SEALs in 2016, according to an Associated Press report Monday, which also
said female sailors may join Navy Riverine units for initial training next.
Laboratory Setting:
• One hundred lab-quality male rats will be introduced, in groups of ten per day, into a sealed metal tube, supplied with adequate air, food, water; running paths, mazes, and/or exercise wheels for physical/mental stimuli will record all deviations in
physical activity using incorporated voltage sensors.
• The male rats will be allowed marinate in their own testosterone for an additional twenty days under recorded observation,via
video/audio receptors embedded throughout the tube.
• Male rats will be painlessly implanted with gentle electro-shock chips for the purpose of discouraging disrutpive deviations
from colony norms.
• At the end of the Baseline Observation, two lab-quality anestrous (not in heat) Female Rats, designated FR(U)gly and
FR(C)omely, will be introduced into the colony for observation and recording of any changes in colony interaction.
• Pre- and Post-Study comparisons of the personality profile of each individual rat will be provided to demonstrate to the SPCA
that no rats were injured or harmed by the study.
Hypothesis:
• Female rats can readily be introduced into an all-male colony when sustenance and survival rivalries are not at issue.
Electro-shock behavioral corrections in small numbers are anticipated (<5%).
Selective removal of individual males deviating from colony norms (<1.5%).
Voltage output will have minimal variance, from baseline, throughout all testing phases (<10%).
Follow-on studies would reuse the same laboratory set up to determine the effects of purely environmental adjustments such
as:
• Hanging up pictures of female rats throughout the all-male tube.
• Shaving all rats so that there is no visible difference, presenting totally Uniform appearances.
• Gelding the head rat.
• Shocking individual deviant male rats until they are adequately conditioned to reject the distinction of male/female as a false
premise (similar to human hate-crimes, profiling and sexism).
* Equal to Yale grant for a study on “Sexual Conflict, Social Behavior and the Evolution of Waterfowl Genitalia”— research
involves examining and measuring the reproductive organs of male ducks.

Statement by Secretary Hagel on DOMA Ruling [Ed: Amazing: something absolutely stupid, made reasonable with such fine
words]

The Department of Defense welcomes the Supreme Court's decision today on the Defense of Marriage Act. The department
will immediately begin the process of implementing the Supreme Court's decision in consultation with the Department of Justice and other executive branch agencies. The Department of Defense intends to make the same benefits available to all military spouses -- regardless of sexual orientation -- as soon as possible. That is now the law and it is the right thing to do.
Every person who serves our nation in uniform stepped forward with courage and commitment. All that matters is their
patriotism, their willingness to serve their country, and their qualifications to do so. Today's ruling helps ensure that all men
and women who serve this country can be treated fairly and equally, with the full dignity and respect they so richly deserve.
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●Our shipmate Bob Mc Culley (bobmc2@q.com) had a massive stroke a couple of days ago. He is paralyzed on his left side,but was able to move his fingers. He is at St Josephs hospital in Tacoma WA.
●Hey, Guys!I am buying a farm in West Virginia and hope to be moving soon! Don't know if I will be able to make it this
year! Thanks for the update, though! Best wishes to all. MM3 (SS) William M. Zwiker '67 - '69
●Ron …fairly solid commitments for 5 attendees to the Reunion…my first … my wife, son and his wife, & our daughter, 3
rooms at the hotel …3 Sept/depart 7 Sept. Hopefully…will help… [room] quota… will send … registration data … funds …
Looking forward to seeing OLD LOBO shipmates… Take care, Bob Chasse.
●We can't make it. But tell "Chef" Barksdale, and my other shipmates I said "Hi!"Wayne Hildebrand
●Thanks Ron for the update… Our son has been extremely ill and went on Eternal Patrol today. Carl & Bonny [sincere condolences from us all to Carl/Bonnie Schmidt]
● Ron, Sorry to not be able to be at the reunion… visited R-back two years ago (my qual boat in ‘55)… forgotten all those
valves and systems in the FTR…a winner….Wyndham Hotel is truly a gem, one of the best… staff will take people to and
from the ship … Be sure to look for my wardroom gift, a silver engraved cigarette box in one of the museum showcases. I
don’t know how it got there!Eye rolling smile! Jay Davis
●Hi Ron I wish I could have been there [for the FM start-up]. I will not be able to attend …my flying days are over…still
drive, but …altitude…the grapevine near L.A…problems. Give my best to guys at the reunion…there will be that continual
drop in attendance as we all age… for this upcoming and all future Reunions. Bob [Howard, our Founder]
●Ron, BZ on the NL...lot of very hard work…Great job!!! Bea and I are planning to attend the reunion…. Keep us posted
and thanks. Len and Bea Lammers
●Ron,My compliments…informative…. your work. . offer to spend the weekend on the boat.. smart …compliment …recovering from back surgery …slow one…will one day make a visit Please take a look at Helpingseniorsofbrevard.com…our new
web site and you may get some ideas from it. Joe Steckler
●Ron -Just talked with Ralph Bulmer…sees Captain Biggar at the commissary…so he is still around… SD … thought Biggar had passed … also knows of a “Smokey” O`Conner …in middle Calif … in the area of another guy …. Baker … a Razorback sailor. John Barr [RazBase NL]
● I qualified on Sabalo in 19 64..rode her to West Coast in Feb/Mar 65 and transferred to Carbanero (SS365) before Sabalo
went on it’s Wes Pac..Victor Henry was on Sablao ‘64 when we made west coast run or at least that’s my memory ..Ken Judd,
RM1, Ed Marsh RMC, Jack Reed, EM?, Pive? Hardass on quals, Robert Kenner ET3, Jim Kent RMSN… but it was fun - Jim
Colegrove. [Won’t print the rest, but I will forge a kitchen pass, if that will help].

Confucius say: Man with one chopstick go hungry
Another WWII CHARLIE BROWN - (This one, above the waves)
A painting of a B-17 showed how shot up it was - one engine dead, tail, horizontal stabilizer and nose shot up.. It was
ready to fall out of the sky. There is a German ME-109
fighter flying next to it. The rest of the story:
Charlie Brown was a B-17 Flying Fortress pilot with the
379th Bomber Group at Kimbolton , England . His B-17 was
called 'Ye Old Pub' and was in a terrible state, having been
hit by flak and fighters. The compass was damaged and they
were flying deeper over enemy territory instead of heading
home to Kimbolton.
After flying the B-17 over an enemy airfield, a German pilot named Franz Stigler was ordered to take off and shoot
down the B-17. When he got near the B-17, he could not
believe his eyes. In his words, he 'had never seen a plane in
such a bad state'. The tail and rear section was severely damaged, and the tail gunner wounded. The top gunner was all
over the top of the fuselage. The nose was smashed and
there were holes everywhere.
Despite having ammunition, Franz flew to the side of the
B-17 and looked at Charlie Brown, the pilot. Brown was
scared and struggling to control his damaged and bloodstained plane.
Aware that they had no idea where they were going, Franz

waved at Charlie to turn 180 degrees. Franz escorted and
guided the stricken plane to, and slightly over, the North Sea
towards England . He then saluted Charlie Brown and turned
away, back to Europe . When Franz landed he told the CO
that the plane had been shot down over the sea, and never
told the truth to anybody. Charlie Brown and the remains of
his crew told all at their briefing, but were ordered never to
talk about it.
More than 40 years later, Charlie Brown wanted to find the
Luftwaffe pilot who saved the crew.. After years of research,
Franz was found. He had never talked about the incident, not
even at post-war reunions.
They met in the USA at a 379th Bomber Group reunion, together with 25 people who are alive now - all because Franz
never fired his guns that day.
When asked why he didn't shoot them down, Stigler later
said, "I didn't have the heart to finish those brave men. I flew
beside them for a long time. They were trying desperately to
get home and I was going to let them do that. I could not
have shot at them. It would have been the same as shooting
at a man in a parachute."
Both men died in 2008.
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NTINS— Sam got thrown into the Little Rock drunk tank with no identification papers at all. The cops needed someone to
identify him, so they sent over to the Wyndham for his two best friends, Spider and Pork Chops. The three men had always
hung around together and were known members of the Razorback Association.
Spider arrived first, and when the officer opened the cell, Spider said, 'Yup, his face is all puffed up like Sam’s. You better
roll him over.' The policeman rolled him over and Spider said, 'Nope, ain't Sam .'
The officer thought this was rather strange, So he brought Pork Chops in to confirm the identity of the drunk. Pork Chops
looked at him and said, 'Yup, his eyes are tiny little slits like Sam’s, Roll him over.' The officer did so and Pork Chops said,
'No, it ain't Sam .'
The policeman asked, 'How can you tell?' and Pork Chops answered, 'Well, Sam had two ass-holes.'
'What!? He had two ass-holes?' asked the cop.
'Yup, we never seen 'em, but everybody used to say: 'There's Sam with them two ass-holes.’
Spider and Pork Chops are both now employed as planning/strategy consultants for the IRS & Justice Departments.
"Without question, the greatest invention in the history of mankind is beer. Oh, I grant you that the wheel was also a fine invention,
but the wheel does not go nearly as well with pizza." Dave Barry

characteristics. This means that an appropriate amount of
research and development effort must be expended early in the
design phase to ensure the SSBN’s ability to remain undetectable
…. Simply said, a sufficient number of SSBNs allows their
for the entire 42-year hull life. The credibility and effectiveness
dispersal across wide ocean areas, making it exceedingly difficult of our deterrent are undermined if we make the mistake of
to locate and destroy them. In this case, it is the number of ships, accepting degradation in stealth that an adversary can in the
not warheads that preserves the deterrent value. As we reduce our future exploit.
operating warhead numbers to comply with the New START
The Ohio replacement class SSBN is an essential investment for
Treaty, our SSBNs are scheduled to assume a larger role in our
our nation and will continue to be a national imperative that will
nation’s nuclear deterrent capability. Reducing our SSBN force
ensure stability and security for our country and our allies. We
structure potentially invites adversaries to consider the likelihood, cannot slide this program any further to the right. We must invest
e.g. the risk, associated with attempting to hold that smaller force in designing and building the class now. The commitment that the
– at risk. We have reduced our SSBNs – from the 41 for Freedom Ohio replacement team makes is that they will do everything
to 18, to 14 Ohios (4 SSBNs converted to SSGNs), to the planned available to design and build this critical ship in a responsible
12 Ohio replacements—less than ¼ the 1970s SSBN fleet. To
way. They will drive down costs at every logical opportunity – of
ensure the survivability of the SSBN force it must be stealthy,
that, you can be sure. But, we must resource this program
which is almost exclusively a function of its as-built
appropriately – we cannot hesitate or delay any further.

Ohio Replacement Class SSBNs an Essential Investment
March 19, 2013: Inside the Navy, Undersea By Rear Adm. Barry L. Bruner
Director, Undersea Warfare Division

Feeling grouchy? Find a bar with Happy Hour; works every time.
Razorback No-contact Data list: #3
#3 July 2013 list of Shipmates with no address, phone number or known obituaries: J. Helth — J. McCoy.
Future Lobos will include #4, 5 etc, listing the next ~100 men, and we hope to have gone thru all 522 men by the end of 2013,
when we plan to re-start with ‘A’ with a much-reduced total. Please continue to contact our staff with clues (without help we
will soon only have obits to search, because the clock keeps ticking).
Helth, J.
Hoyt, D.
Johns, E.
Kessock, R.
La Berteaux, A.
Macfarlin, K.
Henderson, K.
Hudek, J.
Johnson, A.
Kidder, L.
La Chappelle, E.
Mahoney, D.
Hendricks, J.
Hulburt, H.
Johnson, E.
King, R.
Lamb, O.
Manard, G.
Henry, J.
Hunter, L.
Johnson, G.
King, R.
Langley, H.
Mancine, G.
Henry, W.
Huot, J.
Johnson, L.
King, Jr, J.
Laudig, L.
Mapes, E.
Herr, A.
Hustad, L.
Johnson, Jr., D.
King, Jr, R.
LeBeau, Jr, S.
Martin, A.
Hightower, Jr., L.
Hyre, R.
Jolly, J.
Kirkhuff, R.
Lerke, A.
Mason, W.
Hilliard, B.
Ingram, F.
Jones, L.
Kirky, N.
Lesaca, R.
Massiello, A.
Hobin, F.
Jackson, F.
Jones, R.
Kite, K.
Lewis, C.
Mastri, F.
Hoepner, H.
Jackson, J.
Jordan, P.
Kline, E.
Lewis, P.
Mathews, G.
Holman, K.
Jackson, R.
July, S.
Kluge, A.
Linehan, Jr, J.
Maviglia, F.
Horan, Jr., G.
Jaeger, Jr., B.
Jumamil, H.
Kochane, H.
Lipps, J.
May, F.
Hornung, B.
James, P.
Kaufman, L.
Kron, H.
Lloyd, J.
Mayes, L.
Horvath, J.
Jarrett, Jr., D.
Kaufman , R.
Kronzer, W.
Lowry, E.
Mc Carthy, P.
Howard, B.
Jarvis, C.
Kearns, C.
Kuhse, A.
Lull, E.
Mc Coy, J.
Howard, J.
Javier, W.
Kee, S.
Kukla, C.
Mac Gregor, N.
(Holmber, F.E.
Howell, R.
Jensen, H.
Kemmick, J.
Kurstin, S.
MacDougall, D.
moved to Epat.)
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Bubblehead’s Review of Rocket Science
Trident The Trident II (D5) is a submarine launched ballistic missile with greater range, payload capability, and
accuracy than the Trident I (C4) missile.
Mission: The mission of the Trident II (D5) ballistic missile is to deter nuclear war by means of assured retaliation
in response to a major attack on the United States or its Allies, and to enhance nuclear stability by deterring an
enemy first strike. The Trident II (D5) missile is carried on the OHIO CLASS Fleet Ballistic Missile Submarines
through 2042 and has the ability to precisely attack time-critical, high value, Fixed targets. The D5 deploys the
MK-5 re-entry vehicle with the W88 nuclear warhead. The importance of this program as a key component to the
sea-based leg of the nuclear triad was re-confirmed by the President and Congress with the ratification of the New START
Treaty in 2011.
FY 2014 Program: Funds the development of advanced components to improve the reliability, safety and security of Arming,
Fuzing and Firing systems, and the procurement and production costs for flight test instrumentation, 12 Solid Rocket Motors,
the Post Boost Control System, the Life Extension Program (LEP) and spares. The LEP consists of the procurement of 24
missile electronic and guidance Supportability Mods/Strategic Programs Alteration (SPALT) kits. Also includes $14 million in
RDT&E to fund studies for the National Nuclear Security Administration W88 LEP. [FY 2014: $1.5B.
Prime Contractor: Lockheed Martin Corporation, Sunnyvale, CA

Tactical Tomahawk Tomahawk provides an attack capability against fixed and mobile/moving
targets, and can be launched from both surface ships and submarines. Key elements of the Block IV
Tomahawk design are an improved navigation and guidance computer; improved anti-jam Global Positioning System (GPS)
capability; improved responsiveness and flexibility through two-way satellite communications for in-flight re-targeting; a loiter
capability; and the ability to send a Battle Damage Indication Image (BDII) of over flown areas prior to impact.
Block IV Tomahawk delivers a 1,000 lb class unitary warhead at a range of 900 nm. For guidance, the Block IV Tomahawk
normally employs inertial guidance or GPS over water to follow a preset course; once over land, the missile's guidance system
is aided by Terrain Contour Matching (TERCOM). Terminal guidance is provided by the Digital Scene Matching Area
Correlation (DSMAC) system or GPS, producing an accuracy of about 10 meters.
Mission: The mission of the TOMAHAWK is to provide a long-range cruise missile launched from a variety of platforms
against land and sea targets.
FY 2014 Program: Continues production at a minimum sustaining rate. [FY 2014: $325M for 196]
Prime Contractor: Raytheon Missile Systems, Tucson, AZ
The Evolved Expendable Launch Vehicle (EELV) replaced the heritage Delta, Atlas, and Titan launch
vehicle families. The EELV provides the DoD, the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO), and other
government and commercial purchasers launch services for medium to heavy lift class satellites. As of
December 2006, the United Launch Alliance joint venture is the sole provider of EELV launch services.
• EELV intends to include new entrants when certified.
• 100% mission success with over 56 consecutive operational launches.
• The program is being restructured to introduce competition. Increased quantity buy authorities and improved
contracting approaches have resulted in savings of over $1.1 billion, reflected in this budget.
Mission: The EELV program provides launch services and capability for medium and heavy class satellites.
FY 2014 Program: Continues the block buy of EELV Launch Services (ELS), specifically five launch
vehicles, which are usually ordered no-later-than 24 months prior to the planned mission; and, funds EELV
Launch Capability (ELC) activities, such as launch preparation, site and operations activities, post mission analysis, and other
related tasks. ELC funds can support up to ten launches in a year. [FY 2014: $1.9B for 5]
Prime Contractor: United Launch Alliance, Centennial, CO
[Ed: (4/10/13) From the President’s proposed $526.7 billion Defense budget for FY-2013. ]

(From page 3) Chemical names: Hydrogen Sulfate (Sulfuric acid), Sodium Chloride (Salt) & Dihydrogen Monoxide (Water !). Answer: Battery acid and saltwater make Chlorine gas = Gag! ;). NavPers 16160: Chlorine can be
formed if seawater makes contact with submarine batteries— a health (survival) risk in a disabled submarine.

A modern submariner’s wife, being the romantic sort, sent her husband a text:
"If you are sleeping, send me your dreams. If you are laughing, send me your smile. If you are eating, send me a
bite. If you are drinking send me a sip. If you are crying, send me your tears. I love you!
The husband, probably trained by an old diesel boat sailor, replied, "I'm on the toilet. Please advise."
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* Kenneth D. (Flash) Brenton, EN3(SS), passed away on June 7, 2013. SS394, SS341 &
SSBN635
* Richard c. Nixon, CSCS(SS), passed on June 23, 2013. SS331, SS394 (‘56), SS318 & SS565.
Razorback Shipmates on Eternal Patrol: J. Ross — Ed Zeller Jr. [Next issue will begin again with”A”]
Ross, J
Ross, R
Rousseau, W
Russack, J
Safford, M
Saleh, R
Sanders, R
Sanders, S
Sandlin, J

Sarko, T
Scanlon, F
Schaaf, F
Schwaderer,J
Scott, J
Sears, G
Senseney, J
Severinson,E
Shaffer, Jr, G

Shaw, C
Shepherd, R
Sherwood, O
Shewell, J
Sims, J
Smialek, J
Smith, R
Snellen, R
Snow, W

Snyder, D
Somers, D
Somers, E
Spain, J
Speer, R
Stafford, W
Stanley, H
Stastny, C
Stedman, L

Steel, N
Stewart, J
Strangfeld, H
Styer, Jr, C
Sullivan, D
Svatek, J
Talbert, J
Tate, J
Taylor, C

Teseniar, C
Thomas, W
Thompson, J
Tittsworth, N
Trone, P
Trueblood, H
Tucker, J
VanHoof, E
Walker, T

Whitemore,W
Whitesell, L
Williams, J
Wilson, D
Woodall, R
Woodruff, J
Yetter, G
Worley, J
Zeller Jr, Ed

Members (84) Whose Dues are currently paid through 2013: (L)ife, (H)onorary)
Paul Adams
Dom Alvarado
Ed Alves
Herb Bacon(L)
Bobby Barge
Maurice Barksdale
John Barr
Max Bassett(L)
Charles Bickley
Curtis Borud
Bob Brittain(L)
Charles Brown(L)
Talma Lee Brown(L)
Ralph Bulmer(L)
John Cameron
Keith Carlaw
Barney Carroll

Bob Chasse(L)
”Doc” Chatham(L)
Harold Coburn
Don David(L)
Jay K Davis (L)
Frank Davis (L)
George Dement(L)
Bill Dempsey
Joe DiBari (L)
Ted(TG) Dick(L)
B G Drake
Bob Dwinell(L)
Gil Engels (L)
Edward Ettner(L)
Shane Foraker
Louise Gibson(LH)
Ron Gorence

Dick Grinstead(L)
Gene Haley, SR(L)
Patrick Hays (LH)
John Hertsberg(L)
Bob Hickey
Wayne Hildebrand
Ron Hines (L)
Herschel Holtman(L)
Gil Houston(L)
Gary Howard (L)
William Hyde (L)
Jim Johnson (L)
Michael Keil (L)
Mel Kleinsorge (L)
Len Lammers
Mike Marmon
James Mason (L)

Thomas Massey
Larry McCLoud
Robert Medearis (L)
Byron Miller
Bill Moffet (L)
Cal Moon (L)
Terry Murphy (L)
Smokey OConnor(L)
Bob Opple
Marciel Pamintuan
Mary Postor (L)
Rick Pressly
Devere Pyatte (L)
Dean Reed (L)
Fred Reker (L)
Mike Reynolds
Calvin Rigg (L)

Fred Rothweiler(L)
Ron Sagert
Bruce Schick (L)
Richard Speer
George Stefaniak(L)
Greg Stitz (L)
Sam Swires (L)
Ed Terney (L)
“Tom” Thompson(L)
Enrile Trinidad
Salus Trinidad Jr.
Stanley Walker (L)
Bob Werner (L)
Dick Winchell (L)
Bob Wright (L)
Greg Zonner (LH)

The nylon-and-cotton (referred to as NYCO) uniforms worn by sailors on ships and at bases "will burn robustly," and turn
into a "sticky molten material," according to a test conducted in October by the Navy Clothing and Textile Research Facility. "It will melt and burn to consumption," Rear Adm. John Kirby, chief of information, said in a statement.

Razorback Association Membership: The Association charges an annual fee to covers costs of the quarterly newsletter and operational expenses. To join, fill out this application and send itwith your $20.00 check payable to the USS Razorback Association. Dues are payable by December 31st for the following year. Mail to: Rick
Pressly,1971 Secession Ave Ext, Abbeville, SC 29620.
Name:________________________________________________Spouse:__________________________
Address:_____________________________________________________________
Dates on Razorback:_______________ to _______________ Highest Rank/Rate on Razorback:_________
Home Phone:____________________________________________ Cell Phone:_____________________
eMail Address: ________________________________________Date of Birth:______________________
Associate Membership: If not a Razorback vet, please describe your relationship to the organization.

Footnotes:
Bravo Zulu: =“Well Done!”
NTINS: “Now This Is No Sh*t,” as opposed to Fairy Taless, which begin with, “Once upon a time….”
TBT - Target Bearing Tracker (on the Bridge)
UQC: An underwater telephone (AKA Gertrude). 394’s voice call sign was Lobo; her radio//visual call was NKNX =
Continued:
The End:

